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•  Magnetic ordering is a symmetry break process 

•  We talk of a “distorted structure” and a “distortion”.  

•  The paramagnetic structure is the “parent” structure and it has a 
higher symmetry: group-subgroup relation.  (magnetic groups)   

•  Lost symmetry operations transform the distorted structure into 
something different:  

          a distorted structure with a different distortion. 

•  Relation with the original distortion?: 

• Through a REPRESENTATION of the symmetry group of the 
paramagnetic phase: A matrix for each operation describes the 
corresponding transformation  of the distortion.   



gi 

Q = Q1d1+…+Qndn  

Q’ 

Q‘= Q’1d1+…+Q’ndn  

Q  

representation 
of G  
(matrices) 

T(g) Q =  Q’ 

T(g) : one nxn matrix for each operation g of G 

The Magnetic Representation: an arbitrary spin arrangement 
transforms according to a representation of the parent symmetry group   

{d1,…..,dn} orthonormal basis of spin modes  



Possible spin arrangements for a magnetic structure   
having space group Pnma in the paramagnetic phase and a 
magnetic ordering with propagation vector k=(1/2,0,0)? 

Pnma1’ 

? 

Representation based modeling of magnetic structures     

k=(1/2,0,0) 

HoMnO3 

Mn at  WP 4b  

Magnetic representation: dim  4x3=12. Reducible in general  

Mrep= 3 mX1(2) ⊕ 3 mX2(2) Decomposition 
into irreps 

irreps (the m in the irrep label means “odd” for time reversal) 



MAGNETIC REP: Decomposition of the magnetic representation 
into irreps. 
(for some input wave vector(s) and chosen Wyckoff positions)  

CDML notation for the irrep labels: the corresponding irreps are 
listed in the Bilbao Crystallographic Server and in the ISOTROPY 
webpage 



Possible spin arrangements for a magnetic structure   
having space group Pnma in the paramagnetic phase and a 
magnetic ordering with propagation vector k=(1/2,0,0)? 

Pnma1’ 

? 

Representation based modeling of magnetic structures     

k=(1/2,0,0) 

HoMnO3 

Mn at  WP 4b  

Magnetic representation: dim  4x3=12. Reducible in general  

Mrep= 3 mX1(2) ⊕ 3 mX2(2) Decomposition 
into irreps 

irreps 

6-dim 6-dim 



LANDAU Theory: If transition continuous , then T(g) must 
be an IRREDUCIBLE representation (irrep) of G  

gi 

Q = Q1d1+…+Qndn  

Q’ 

Q‘= Q’1d1+…+Q’ndn  

Q  

T(g) Q =  Q’ 

{T(g)} : IRREDUCIBLE REPRESENTATION (irrep) 

Q = (Q1,Q2,…,Qn) -> Order Parameter of the transition   

 Even if the transition is not continuous, in most cases 
T(g) is also IRREDUCIBLE, and in the most complex 
cases only involves a few irreps  



Distortions transforming according to representations of 
the symmetry group of the undistorted structure  

gi 

Q = Q1d1  

-d1 

Distortion in the structure Distortion after application of gi 

Q‘= Q’1d1  

d1  

representation 
of G (irrep) 
(matrices) 

T(gi) Q =  Q’ 

gi 
-d1 d1  

Simplest example: some lost operations keep it invariant, some 
change its sign (1-dim irrep) 

T(gi) = -1   

1x1 matrices 

gi belongs  
to the 
symmetry 
group G of the 
parent structure    

T(g) = +/-1  T(g1)T(g2) = T(g1g2)  



gi 

Q = Q1d1+Q2d2  

d2 

Distortion in the structure Distortion after application of gi 

Q‘= Q’1d1+Q’2d2  

d1  

representation 
of G (irrep) 
(matrices) T(gi) Q =  Q’ 

gi 
d2 d1  

more complex example: some operations transform the distortion 
into another independent one, or in a linear combination with it  

T(gi) =   
0    1 
1    0   

Distortions transforming according to representations of 
the symmetry group of the undistorted structure  

T(g1)T(g2) = T(g1g2)  2-dim irrep 



 Even if the transition is not continuous, in most cases 
T(g) is also IRREDUCIBLE, and in the most complex 
cases only involves a few irreps  

This is the basis for the REPRESENTATION METHOD 

Possible irreps: can be determined mathematically and they are 
quite limited both in their number and in their dimension. 

The determination of the basis of spin modes for each irrep:  
also a mathematical problem. 



Abstract: 

It includes incommensurate magnetic structures… 

Representation analysis was taken as a “superior” alternative 
to magnetic symmetry groups, and it included incommensurate cases   

Appropriate SOFTWARE for the calculations were soon developed… 



Basirreps from J. Rodriguez-Carvajal 

Sarah from A.S. Wills 

The representation method became the most used method of  
analysis, most magnetic structures were determined and reported  
without the assignment of a space  (or superspace) group symmetry,  
not even point-group symmetry. 

Appropriate SOFTWARE for REPRESENTATION ANALYSIS  
were soon developed… 



What is the problem of using “only” irreps? 

Representation 
Analysis 
(irreducible representations, 
basis functions...)  

Commensurate magnetic structures: 

Magnetic Symmetry 
(Shubnikov groups, ...)  

? 

Identifying the active irrep(s) or the MSG are not 
alternative equivalent methods:   

Only in the case of 1-dim irreps there is a one to one relation 

In the case of N-dim irreps several  MSGs are 
in general possible for the same irrep 



ALL possible magnetic symmetries for a magnetic phase with 
propagation vector (1/2,0,0) and parent space group Pnma 

(magnetic cell= (2ap,bp,cp)) 

exp(i2πk.a) = -1 

obtained with  
k-SUBGROUPSMAG 

Symmetry based modeling of magnetic structures     

HoMnO3 



Possible magnetic symmetries for a magnetic phase with 
propagation vector (1/2,0,0) and parent space group Pnma 

Symmetry based modeling in magnetic structures     

BUT only those that can be the result of a Landau-type transition 
 (single irrep order parameter) 

HoMnO3 

obtained with  
k-SUBGROUPSMAG: 



K-SUBGROUPSMAG output: 

Link to Get_mirreps 



Get_mirreps: Irreps that are compatible with a given magnetic 
phase transition 

Input: SG of the paramagnetic phase + MSG of the 
magnetic phase and their relation  

primary irrep 

for Pamn21 



Get_mirreps: Irreps that are compatible with a given magnetic 
phase transition 

primary irrep 

for Pam 



g does not belong to F: Q’ equivalent  
but distinguishable state (domain)  

Irreducible 
representation 
of G (irrep) 
(matrices) 

Phase Transition / Symmetry break / Order Parameter 

Order parameter  Q = (Q1,Q2) = ρ (a1,a2)  

group-subgroup relation: 

G            F 

Q1 

Q2 

High symmetry Low symmetry 
F: isotropy subgroup 

a1
2+a2

2 =1 

High symmetry group G =  {g} 

Key concept  of a symmetry break 

g belongs to F 

T(g) Q =  Q  

T(g) Q =  Q’ ≠ Q 

amplitude 

For special 
directions of  
Q. F of higher 
symmetry: 
epikernels 

For general 
direction of  
Q, the lowest  
F: kernel 



T[{R, θ|t}] a 
b 
.. 
.. 

= 

nxn matrix of irrep  

{R,θ|t} is  
conserved 
by the magnetic 
arrangement 

Invariance equation: 

epikernels 
of the irrep, 
depending on 
the direction 
(a,a,…) ,(a,0,…),  
etc…  

kernel of the irrep: 
operations  
represented 
by the unit matrix. 
MSG kept by any 
direction (a,b,…)  

isotropy subgroups: 

a 
b 
.. 
.. 

Possible Magnetic Space Groups (MSGs) for a single irrep:  

T(gi) =   
0    1 
1    0   

Example: 

T(gi)  
a 
a 

a 
a = è gi will belong to the 

MSG if OP=(a,a) 

gi ={R, θ|t} 



Li et al.  J. Appl. Phys. (2005) 

The different phases  of  BaTiO3 

Amm2 P4mm 

P4mm 

Amm2 

R3m 

Pm-3m 

R3m 

Q(100) 

Q(1/√2,1/√2,0) 

Q(1/√3,1/√3,1/√3) 

Polar distortion according to the 
3-dim irrep GM4-:  

3-dim order parameter (OP):  
different symmetries depending 
on the direction of the OP: 

Irrep GM4- 

BaTiO3-T BaTiO3-O 
BaTiO3-R 

PZT 
Pb(Zr,Ti)O3 

Similar to structural phase 
transitions: the same irrep can 
produce 
different symmetries 



k-SUBGROUPSMAG determine the epikernels and kernel of any irrep 
and produce magnetic structural models complying with them.   

filter 
by 
irreps 

only 
commensurate 



Possible MSGs for a magnetic structure with space group Pnma, 
with propagation vector k=(1/2,0,0), and a magnetic ordering 
according to the irrep mX1.    

Mrep= 3 mX1(2) ⊕ 3 mX2(2) 

6 basis spin modes: 6 parameters 

6 parameters 

3 parameters 3 parameters 

possible competing 
phase in the phase diagram 

HoMnO3 



Possible magnetic symmetries for a magnetic phase with 
propagation vector (1/2,0,0) and parent space group Pnma 

Symmetry based modeling in magnetic structures     

BUT only those that can be the result of a Landau-type transition 
 (single irrep order parameter) 

obtained with  
k-SUBGROUPSMAG 

2-dim irrep mX1 (k=(1/2,0,0)) 2-dim irrep mX2 (k=(1/2,0,0)) 

HoMnO3 

Mrep= 3 mX1(2) ⊕ 3 mX2(2) 

6-dim 6-dim 

6-parameters 

3-parameters 

case 1: The MSG of structure is only 
compatible with with a single irrep. 



HoMnO3   (Magndata #1.20) 

BNS magnetic space group: Pbmn21 (#29.104) (non-standard)  

parent space group: Pnma, k=(1/2,0,0) 
transformation from parent structure: (2a,b,c;0,0,0) 

Transformation to standard setting: (-b,a,c;1/8,1/4,0)  

magnetic space group: 

k-maximal symmetry 

2-dim irrep mX1 but restricted to a special 
direction: 
fixed combination of each pair of spin basis 
functions => half number of degrees of 
freedom with respect to the only restriction to 
the irrep  

Does the identification of the irrep bring some additional knowledge or 
restriction?  …NO 

NOT symmetry forced 

(case 1: The MSG of structure is only compatible with with a single irrep) 



Only for 1-dim (full) irreps there is a one to one correspondence 
between a MSG and the irrep 

Possible MSGs for magnetic ordering with propagation vector (0,0,1/2) on 
a structure with space group P21/m : 



P63/mmc1’ ??	  

k=(0,0,0) 
Mn3Sn  

Another example irreps vs MSG with some more complications: 

Mn Wyckoff position: 6h (x,2x,1/4) 



P63/mmc1’ ??	  

k=(0,0,0) 
Mn3Sn  

Possible magnetic symmetries for a magnetic phase with 
propagation vector (0,0,0) and parent space group P63/mmc 

Only those that can be the result of a Landau-type transition (single irrep order parameter): 



P63/mmc1’ ??	  

k=(0,0,0) 
Mn3Sn  

mGM1-  mGM2+  mGM3+  mGM4+  mGM4-  mGM3-  mGM2-  mGM1+  

mGM5-  mGM6+  mGM5+  mGM6-  

order parameter irrep (CDML notation): 

Possible magnetic symmetries for a magnetic phase with 
propagation vector (0,0,0) and parent space group P63/mmc 

Only those that can be the result of a Landau-type transition (single irrep order parameter): 

not k-maximal but possible as the result of a single active irrep 



P63/mmc1’ ??	  

k=(0,0,0) 
Mn3Sn  

mGM1-  mGM2+  mGM3+  mGM4+  mGM4-  mGM3-  mGM2-  mGM1+  

mGM5-  mGM6+  mGM5+  mGM6-  

order parameter irrep (CDML notation): 

Possible magnetic symmetries for a magnetic phase with 
propagation vector (0,0,0) and parent space group P63/mmc 

Only those that can be the result of a Landau-type transition (single irrep order parameter): 

m = (0,0,0) at 6h (x,2x,1/4) 



P63/mmc1’ 

k=(0,0,0) 
Mn3Sn  

mGM1-  mGM2+  mGM3+  mGM4+  mGM4-  mGM3-  mGM2-  mGM1+  

mGM5-  mGM6+  mGM5+  mGM6-  

order parameter irrep (CDML notation): 

2-dim irrep mGM6+  

Cmc’m’	  (-‐b,	  2a+b,	  c;	  0,0,0)	  

Cm’cm’	  (-‐b,	  2a+b,	  c;	  0,0,0)	  
or 

Mn3Sn  



4 basis functions/vectors 

2 parameters  2 parameters 

4 parameters 

2-dim irrep mGM6+  

k=(0,0,0) Mn3Sn  

Number of free parameters for the 
mGM6+ ordering, depending on the 
constraint to one of the possible 
MSGs 



4 basis functions/vectors 
(4  parameters) 

2 parameters  2 parameters 

4 parameters 

2-dim irrep mGM6+  

k=(0,0,0) Mn3Sn  

Number of free parameters for the 
mGM6+ ordering, depending on the 
constraint to one of the possible 
MSGs 

m 
m’ 

2 parameters 

1 parameter 



loop_ 
_atom_site_moment.label 
_atom_site_moment.crystalaxis_x 
_atom_site_moment.crystalaxis_y 
_atom_site_moment.crystalaxis_z 
_atom_site_moment.symmform 
Mn1_1 3.00(1) 3.00 0.00000 mx,my,0 
Mn1_2 0.00000 -3.00 0.00000 0,my,0 

_space_group_magn.transform_BNS_Pp_abc  '-b,2a+b,c;0,0,0’ 
_space_group_magn.number_BNS  63.463 
_space_group_magn.name_BNS  "C m c' m'" 
_cell_length_a             5.66500 
_cell_length_b             5.66500 
_cell_length_c             4.53100 
_cell_angle_alpha          90.00 
_cell_angle_beta           90.00 
_cell_angle_gamma    120.00 

loop_ 
_space_group_symop_magn_operation.id 
_space_group_symop_magn_operation.xyz 
1 x,y,z,+1 
2 -x,-x+y,-z,+1 
3 -x,-y,-z,+1 
4 x,x-y,z,+1 
5 x,x-y,-z+1/2,-1 
6 -x,-y,z+1/2,-1 
7 -x,-x+y,z+1/2,-1 
8 x,y,-z+1/2,-1 

loop_ 
_space_group_symop_magn_centering.id 
_space_group_symop_magn_centering.xyz 
1 x,y,z,+1 

loop_ 
_atom_site_label 
_atom_site_type_symbol 
_atom_site_fract_x 
_atom_site_fract_y 
_atom_site_fract_z 
Mn1_1 Mn 0.83880 0.67760 0.25000 
Mn1_2 Mn  0.32240 0.16120 0.25000 
Sn1 Sn 0.333333 0.666667 0.25000 

P63/mmc1’ Cmc’m’	  (-‐b,	  2a+b,	  c;	  0,0,0)	  

3 free parameters 

Mn3Sn (MAGNDATA #0.199) 



2-dim irrep mGM6+  
4 basis functions/vectors 

2 parameters 2 parameters 

4 parameters 

P63/mmc1’ Cmc’m’	  (-‐b,	  2a+b,	  c;	  0,0,0)	  

2-dim irrep mGM6+  k=(0,0,0) 

Why 3 free parameters when described using the MSG Cmc’m’ instead of 2 parameters?  



P63/mmc1’ ??	  

k=(0,0,0) 
Mn3Sn  

mGM3+  mGM4+  

mGM6+  

Possible magnetic symmetries for a magnetic phase with 
propagation vector (0,0,0) and parent space group P63/mmc (LANDAU) 

not k-maximal symmetry 



1-dim irrep mGM3+  

2-dim irrep mGM6+  

Von Neumann principle:  
Everything that keeps the symmetry Cmc’m’ is allowed and can happen… 
Anything that keeps the symmetry P6’3/m’mc’ keeps the symmetry of its subgroup Cmc’m’ 
THEREFORE…. a spin arrangement according to the irrep mGM3+ is also allowed in the 
structure with MSG Cmc’m’    

Case 2: the MSG of the 
structure is compatible 
with more than one irrep 



loop_ 
_atom_site_moment.label 
_atom_site_moment.crystalaxis_x 
_atom_site_moment.crystalaxis_y 
_atom_site_moment.crystalaxis_z 
_atom_site_moment.symmform 
Mn1_1 3.00(1) 3.00 0.00000 mx,my,0 
Mn1_2 0.00000 -3.00 0.00000 0,my,0 

_space_group_magn.transform_BNS_Pp_abc  '-b,2a+b,c;0,0,0’ 
_space_group_magn.number_BNS  63.463 
_space_group_magn.name_BNS  "C m c' m'" 
_cell_length_a             5.66500 
_cell_length_b             5.66500 
_cell_length_c             4.53100 
_cell_angle_alpha          90.00 
_cell_angle_beta           90.00 
_cell_angle_gamma    120.00 

loop_ 
_space_group_symop_magn_operation.id 
_space_group_symop_magn_operation.xyz 
1 x,y,z,+1 
2 -x,-x+y,-z,+1 
3 -x,-y,-z,+1 
4 x,x-y,z,+1 
5 x,x-y,-z+1/2,-1 
6 -x,-y,z+1/2,-1 
7 -x,-x+y,z+1/2,-1 
8 x,y,-z+1/2,-1 

loop_ 
_space_group_symop_magn_centering.id 
_space_group_symop_magn_centering.xyz 
1 x,y,z,+1 

loop_ 
_atom_site_label 
_atom_site_type_symbol 
_atom_site_fract_x 
_atom_site_fract_y 
_atom_site_fract_z 
Mn1_1 Mn 0.83880 0.67760 0.25000 
Mn1_2 Mn  0.32240 0.16120 0.25000 
Sn1 Sn 0.333333 0.666667 0.25000 

P63/mmc1’ Cmc’m’	  (-‐b,	  2a+b,	  c;	  0,0,0)	  

3 parameters because in 
addition to the constrained mGM6+ 
arrangement, also a mGM3+ component 
is also physically possible in the same phase 

Mn3Sn (MAGNDATA #0.199) 

2 parameters if the mGM3+ component  
is set to zero. Only one parameter 
because in addition, the two moment 
magnitudes are  forced to be equal. 



Another example of k-SUBGROUPSMAG with an irrep filter: 

Possible magnetic symmetries for a magnetic phase with 
parent space group P-3m1, propagation vector (1/3,1/3,1/2) and 
magnetic atom at 1b (0,0,1/2) 

Restricted to the  
FULL (k,-k) irrep mH1: 

Magn_rep (1b)= 1mH1(1)+1mH3(2) 

dim  
small irrep 

(k, -k not equivalent) (dim: 6) 

(Tutorial 2) 



k-SUBGROUPSMAG with an irrep filter: 

Possible magnetic symmetries for a magnetic phase with 
parent space group P-3m1, propagation vector (1/3,1/3,1/2) and 
magnetic atom at 1b (0,0,1/2) 

Restricted to the  
FULL (k,-k) irrep mH1: 

Magn_rep (1b)= 1mH1(1)+1mH3(2) 

dim  
small irrep 

(k, -k not equivalent) (dim: 6) 

mH3 



The number of possible epikernels for an irrep increases wih the 
dimension of the irrep: 

13 distinct epikernels for 4-dim irrep mH3 of P-3m1 (some k-maximal 
and some not) 

Ba3Nb2NiO9 
(magndata #1.13)  

k=(1/3,1/3,1/2) 4-dim irrep mH3 Tutorial 2 



Conclusions: 

•  The assignment of MSG is a must: Whatever method is employed to 
determine a commensurate magnetic structure, the final model has 
necessarily a certain symmetry that must be given by a MSG, which 
should be identified. 

•  The description using the MSG in a crystallographic form is the best 
“way”: The simpler, more robust and unambiguous form of describing a 
commensurate magnetic structure is to use consistently its MSG and only 
give the atomic positions and magnetic moments of a set of 
symmetry independent atoms with respect to this MSG.     

•  The MSG is relevant for all properties: Properties of commensurate  
magnetic phases are constrained by their MSG, including their atomic  
positions. Any possible magneto-structural induced effect is constrained  
by the MSG.   



Conclusions: 

•  In the case of incommensurate structures similar considerations  
apply but with MSSGs: The symmetry of these systems is described 
by the so-called magnetic superspace groups (MSSGs). 

•  Representation analysis of magnetic structures is NOT in general 
equivalent to the use of magnetic symmetry (i.e. to give an irrep is 
not equivalent to give the magnetic space (superspace) group of the 
system). 

•  Irrep constraints additional to those of the MSG are not needed in  
• most cases: Only in the less frequent case that the MSG of the structure 
is compatible with  more than one irrep for the magnetic arrangement, the 
restriction to a single  irrep introduces additional constraints not taken into 
account by the MSG, and their existence has to be indicated extra. In 
these cases the best approach is to combine magnetic symmetry and 
representation analysis. 
•    



Other programs that  determine the epikernels and kernel of any irrep, 
and produce magnetic structural models complying with them.   

http://stokes.byu.edu/iso/isotropy.php Stokes & Campbell, Provo 

http://jana.fzu.cz/ V. Petricek, Prague 

Program for mode analysis: 

Program for structure refinement: 

Both programs also support incommensurate  
cases, deriving epikernels and kernel of the irreps 
in the form of MSSGs, and corresponding 
magnetic models 



What about magnetic incommensurate structures? 

Their symmetry is given by  
a magnetic superspace group (MSSG)  



Ce2Pd2Sn magndata 1.1.9 

parent space group: P4/mbm superspace group: Pbam1'(α00)0s0s   

space inversion is maintained ! 

symmetry of the 
phase 

space inversion conserved 

{1’|000½ } 
and {-1|0000}   

k= (α,0,0) 

irreps 



1 Order Parameter 
with ANY OP direction (not (a,0)) 

it requires 2  independent Order 
Parameters  
with the same irrep 
(Landau condition is not fulfilled) 

can be misleading! 

Beware when interpreting ISODISTORT output: 



(4-dim) 

Two possible higher alternative superspace symmetries for the 
same irrep.  



Tutorial_magnetic_sect
ion_BCS_2 
Only section 2.2 

Tutorial to follow:  



Sr2F2Fe2OS2  (MAGNDATA #2.2) 

Update: by April 2022 it contains about 1800 structures 



Now you can help to complete the 
database and submit your structure(s) 
or any other published structure that 
you may fancy.  



STRCONVERT: Editor of Structure magCIF files and other formats 





magCIF file can 
be produced: 


